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National Circuit Assembly Appoints New Director of Special Projects and Knowledge 
Management 

 
GARLAND, TX — June 2020 — National Circuit Assembly, a provider of PCB, cable, and 
electro/mechanical manufacturing and test services to leading OEMs, today announced the 

appointment of Mr. Tommy Beauchamp as the new Director 
of Special Projects and Knowledge Management.  
 
With three decades of professional technical operations 
and management experience, Tommy brings to the table a 
dedicated skillset that has produced many successful years 
in different fields of work.  
 
“I’m inspired to be joining such a tremendous team of 
professionals,” Tommy said. “The commitment from every 
team member to our customers is a testament to the 
leadership within the organization. I am very excited about 
the direction of NCA and the vision for the future.” 
 
Tommy is recognized for his proficient experience with 

unique marketing strategies, account management, leadership, customer service, and practical 
application. The combination of these skills provides Tommy with insight that will greatly help 
NCA work towards its goal of being the premier electronic manufacturing services provider with 
excellent customer experience. 
 
“Tommy is an exceptional leader and thought manager and has a unique blend of technical and 
people skills,” NCA President Stephen Lehocky said. “Leading our special projects and 
developing our knowledge management are key elements to take NCA to the next level. 
Tommy’s ability to solve problems and manage data will propel NCA into the class of 
world-class manufacturing.” 

For more information about National Circuit Assembly, visit www.ncatx.com.  
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About National Circuit Assembly (NCA) 

Founded in 2007, NCA provides detailed, solution-based EMS's, ranging from prototype to            
high-volume, low- to high-mix, and simple to complex assemblies. NCA produces fully            
integrated PCBs, cables, and electro/mechanical manufacturing and test services for leading           
OEMs in the semiconductor, telecommunications, transportation, networking, medical, industrial         
controls, Radio Frequency, and other high-technology industries.  

NCA prides itself on being a local partner and creating long-lasting professional relationships.             
For more information on NCA, visit www.ncatx.com. 
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